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When Will You Jump Back In?

I’m 
Often 
Asked . . .

What factors would make you jump back into 
active purchasing of multifamily real estate? 

Short answer: better value/more margin of safety

Explore what that means and how we’ll know
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What We’ll Cover

§ “Margin of Safety” 

§My conditions for getting back into the market 

§Signals I will be looking for



Margin of 
Safety
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Margin of Safety

§What is a “Margin of Safety”?
§Concept popularized by Benjamin Graham and his 

protégé Warren Buffett
§Defined as: the difference between what you believe is 

the intrinsic value of the property and the current price
§Value investors seek to purchase assets at prices below

their intrinsic value
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Margin of Safety

§Remember the basic valuation formula:

Net Operating Income (NOI) Cap Rate = Price
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Margin of Safety

§ In real estate, what’s intrinsic value?
§ I’d define it as an asset meeting four elements

1. Occupancy at long-term full occupancy 
rate

2. Rents at market rate
3. Expense ratio at market average
4. Cap rate at long-term average for this class 

property in this market
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Margin of Safety

§For example, in a particular market:
1. Long-term market occupancy is 95%
2. Current market rent is $1,000/month
3. Market expense ratio is 50%
4. Long-term cap rate for this asset class in 

this category is 8%
üAsset meeting all four criteria exactly is trading at 

intrinsic value
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Margin of Safety

§Thus, all else being equal, you are buying below the 
asset’s intrinsic value (with a margin of safety) if you 
buy based on underwriting either:

1. Current occupancy < 95%, or
2. Current rents < $1,000, or
3. Expense ratio above 50%, or
4. Cap rate above 8%
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Margin of Safety

§Conversely, all else being equal, you are buying 
above the aset’s intrinsic value if you buy based on 
underwriting either:

1. Current occupancy above 95%, or
2. Current rents above $X, or
3. The expense ratio below 50%, or
4. The cap rate below 8%
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Margin of Safety

§ In other words,
1. Any underwriting factor causing NOI to rise

with cap rate constant, or
2. Using cap rate below long-term average

§Will cause you to pay more than intrinsic value
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Margin of Safety

§And, conversely,
1. Any underwriting factor causing NOI to 

drop with cap rate constant, or
2. Using cap rate above long-term average

§Will allow you to pay less than intrinsic value
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Margin of Safety

§ In other words, this is all about the basic price formula, 
Net Operating Income (NOI) Cap Rate = Price

1. NOI higher, cap rate the same -> Price Up
2. NOI same, cap rate lower -> Price Up
3. NOI lower, cap rate the same -> Price Down
4. NOI same, cap rate higher -> Price Down
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Margin of Safety

§Another form of Margin of Safety is the Debt-Service 
Coverage model

§Difference between actual/expected DSCR and break-
even DSCR
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Margin of Safety

§To review:
§DSCR = NOI debt service amount (debt constant)
§ If NOI = $150,000 and DS = $100,000, then DSCR = 1.5x
§Your margin of safety is $50,000
§ Income can drop or expenses can rise by $50,000 and 

you can still pay your debt service



However . . .
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Margin of Safety

§ On stabilized assets, lenders build in their own margin of safety by requiring DSCR 
=/> 1.25X or 125% of NOI

§ But you need another margin of safety over 1.25x
§ If you fall below 1.25x, most loan docs allow lender to put you into “cash 

management,” where they seize your cash flow, other than budgeted operating 
expenses

§ And, at just 1.25x, capital expenses will eat the entire 25% margin of safety, leaving 
no cash for you and your investors

§ DSCR of 1.6x or higher is preferred, so you stay out of cash management and 
actually make money



Note on 
“Value-Add”
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“Value Add” & Margin of Safety

§Value-add strategies can be ways to build in margin of 
safety

§But only at the right point in the market cycle
§ In a seller’s market, value-add does not create a true 

margin of safety
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“Value Add” & Margin of Safety

Value-add with true margin of safety:
§Prevailing cap rates at or below long-term average cap rate
§Property has below-market occupancy or below-market rents
§Buying based on current NOI -> purchase below intrinsic 

value (i.e., at a discount)
§Value-add program (mgmt or capex or both) -> even higher 

NOI, so at prevailing cap rate you have added additional value
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“Value Add” & Margin of Safety

Value-add with true margin of safety:
§You’re buying an asset at a discount, so you could do 

nothing and make attractive returns
§The value-add is “icing on the cake” that takes deal from a 

double to a home-run
§Minimal risk of decline in value from cap-rate 

decompression, because you’re at or above LT average
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“Value Add” & Margin of Safety

Value-add when market has lower than average cap rates:
§You’re overpaying to start, then doing value-add
§You must do value-add (and risk the capital) just to get to 

intrinsic value
§Still run risk of cap rate decompression, because you 

have little to no discount cushion



When I will 
Jump Back In
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“When I Will Jump Back In

Here’s my condition:
§When prices return to the point where I can buy at 

intrinsic value and add a margin of safety through value-
add

§ In other words, when value-add will really add value to the 
property, and not be erased by reversion to mean cap rate



Signals
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Signals – What I will look for

Three signals:
§Price signal – what we just discussed, when I can start 

buying at or below intrinsic value
§Market chatter
§Broker conduct
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Signals – What I will look for

Broker conduct
§ Deal pricing – goes from unpriced (“to be determined by market”) to 

priced
§ Anchor to floor vs. Fear of anchor to ceiling

§ Increased velocity of broker calls for assets for sale
§ Start to see assets on market longer, with call for offers dates

extended
§ Price cuts start to happen
§ Brokers call with distressed assets
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Signals – What I will look for

Market chatter
§Discussion of rising cap rates taking hold
§When the greed shifts to fear, as prices start to stagnate

or even drop because no one wants to try to catch the 
“falling knife”

§Stories of failed deals become more frequent
§Discussion turns to foreclosures, distressed assets, etc.



Q&A in the

FB Group


